LIST OF BOOKS PROCESSED AND CATALOGED FOR THE MONTH OF JULY 2012

ACCOUNTANCY

Presents direct sentences, concise paragraphs, numbered lists and step-by-step calculations with an easy to follow structure for learning accounting.

CULTURAL


Discusses the experiences of the author in the field of military.

Includes exercises that will help students get the most from reading.

EDUCATION

Emphasizes on what parents’ and teachers’ role in learning process of their child.

Offer ways of integrating the teaching of virtues or good habits into the elementary school curriculum.

ENGLISH

Shows how to create a resume in stages, beginning with a simple one that you can write in about an hour all the way up to more sophisticated ones.

Compilations of essays from five separate events which give a fair sense of the kind of hard and exciting thinking and going on right now among Filipino and American intellectuals that participated in the Fulbright program.

Consists of different stories for children.

Designs for individuals who want to improve their English-language skills while developing selected consumer life-skills.

**FICTION**


Discusses about a journey - the most important and exciting journey we ever take.

**FILIPINIANA**

A century of faith: the local church of Lipa. Lipa City, Batangas: Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Lipa, c2012. 37433 FIL 271.599 C397 2012

Unfolds the missionary work of God’s people who would later compose the local church.


**LASALLIANA**


Discusses the life of the Founder of the Brothers of the Christian Schools in the light of L’Itineraire Evangelique de Saint Jean-Baptiste de La Salle, the first volume of the doctoral thesis of Miguel Adolfo Campos-Marino, F.S.C.


Reflects an awareness of the emerging importance of the lay and partnership in accomplishing the mission of brothers.


Provides pastoral ministry of vocations, initial formation and continuing formation.


Marks the 20th anniversary of the Christian Brothers Spirituality Seminar.

**LAW**


Provides a comprehensive reference to law students professors and practitioners on the various aspects of land registration and related incidents.


Consist of three parts. Part I deals with the provisions of and notes to the Corporation Code. Part II contains a topical presentation of the basic concepts of securities regulations. Part III presents portions of the Records of the Batasang Pambansa that reflect the discussion of the legislators on the provisions of the Corporation Code.
Discusses practically every aspect of the civil code provisions on succession. In appropriate cases, it gives numerous, easy-to-understand illustrations showing their application in specific situations. Legal rules or principles are not merely stated; whenever necessary to ensure full grasp of difficult provisions, the philosophy of the law or rationale of judicial pronouncements is also set forth or otherwise intimated in the discussion or in the example.

Combines both legal profession and legal ethics. It encompasses the full cycle of the legal profession commencing from the time a bar examinee files his petition to take the bar examinations to the time he becomes a full pledge member of the Philippine bar. It goes further and discusses how to become a good lawyer; the duties and responsibilities of a lawyer to his client, to the society, to the courts and to the legal profession and provides pointers on how to stay true to one's lawyer's oath.

Features Quick Key Outlining system for hitting the issues, focusing on the law, and scoring high with less writing; Model Paragraph system for "writing like a lawyer" - even though you don't know your conclusion when you start writing; 80 actual bar exam practice questions on the most frequently tested areas of law, including crucial state law subjects, with sample answers; and a review of how state bar examiners have graded actual essays - and real examples of the best and worst ways to respond to essay questions.

Provides law students guides to excel in law school and to pass the bar examination.

All cases determined by the Supreme Court from Sept. 27, 1991 - Oct. 15, 1991.

All cases determined by the Supreme Court from Aug. 22, 2006 - Aug. 30, 2006.

All cases determined by the Supreme Court from Aug. 31, 2006 - Sept. 8, 2006.

All cases determined by the Supreme Court from Aug. 9, 2006 - Aug. 18, 2006.

All cases determined by the Supreme Court from July 20, 2006 - July 27, 2006.

All cases determined by the Supreme Court from Sept. 11, 2006 - Sept. 20, 2006.


Recalde, Eric R. The Philippines local tax and tariff and customs laws Manila : Rex Book Store, 2011. 37417 FIL 343.056 R294 2011 Attempts to present the basic laws, jurisprudence and principles on three major topics of Taxation I, namely municipal taxes, realty taxes and tariff and customs laws. Chapters 1 to 7 cover the laws on municipal taxes, Chapters 8 to 12 on realty taxes, and Chapters 13 to 20 on tariff and customs laws.

Riano, Willard B. Criminal procedure : the bar lectures series. Manila : Rex Book Store, 2011. 37408 FIL 345.05 R482c 2011 Contains topic treated with the Rules of Court or the codal approach. It is also supported by cases that reflect the current position of the Supreme Court on vital issues in the litigation process. Exhaustive discussion on Criminal Procedure is contained herein, to allow reader to focus on procedural principles and concepts.

Riano, Willard B. Criminal procedure : the bar lecture series. Manila : Rex Book Store, 2011. 37407 FIL 345.05 R482c 2011 Includes new case citations within the main chapter as well as the discussion of more recent Court rulings under the heading, synopsis of selected cases. The cases selected were those with facts not involved in those decisions treated in the original edition. The criminal procedure aspects of the rules of procedure in environmental cases were likewise added.

Sarmiento, Rene V. Grow in grace and govern in wisdom : readings in legal philosophy. Manila : Rex Book Store, 2011. 37410 FIL 340.01 S246g 2011 Contains a mixture of writings done by Filipinos and foreigners about people power, peace and conflict resolution, human rights, social justice, good governance, public accountability and transparency, civil society, transformational leadership, liberty and prosperity, patriotism, ethics and values. This collection of articles is insightful and relevant to Philippine realities as it mirrors the common aspiration of the Filipino people.

Suarez, Rolando A. Political law reviewer. Manila : Rex Book Store, 2011. 37414 FIL 342.076 S939p 2011 Includes recent decisions of the Supreme court on the different subjects of political law. Inclusion of subjects in Public International Law was also considered since there is an increasing number of questions in the bar examinations about the subject.

Sundiang, Jose R., Sr. Reviewer on commercial law. Manila : Rex Book Store, 2011. 37416 FIL 346.59907 S957r 2011 Aims to provide law students with materials for careful review of the fundamental principles, doctrines and rules on the cluster of laws that encompasses Commercial law.


Walton, Kimm. Strategies and tactics for the MBE : multistate bar. New York NY : Aspen Publishers, 2010. 37430 340.076 W239s 2010 Discuss the full of up-to-date advice on how to analyze Multistate Bar Exam (MBE) questions, including details on how to handle each MBE subject, specific, step-by-step strategies for analyzing different question types, tips about new subtle differences in wording can completely change the meaning of an answer, and strategies for "rewording" questions in your mind to make them easier to analyze.

Talks about the principles and policy to comply with pertaining to the protection of the Philippines environment. Topics about climate change and its adverse effect on the environment was also given emphasis. Management resources as well as the prohibited acts were clearly presented in different chapters. It also includes cases in relation to environmental protection.

**MATHEMATICS**


Helps students succeed in the developmental mathematics through its friendly writing style, numerous realistic examples, extensive problem sets and complete supplements package.


Provides application-oriented text for students majoring in business, management, economics or the life or social sciences.

**PSYCHOLOGY**


Introduces the student to the six main areas of applied psychology (Clinical Psychology, Health Psychology, Educational Psychology, Occupational Psychology, Forensic Psychology and Sports & Exercise Psychology) as well as the core psychological knowledge that underpins these applied and professional areas.


Includes new cases to illustrate psychoanalysis, client-centered therapy, existential psychotherapy, interpersonal psychotherapy, and multicultural psychotherapy.


Gives a brief introduction to what social psychology was, and what it is, how it's done, and how all this is covered in the chapters that follow.


Presents the methods for psychological science necessary to provide a solid understanding of what constitutes valid and reliable research.

General psychology for Filipino college students. Quezon City : Ateneo de Manila University Press, c2007. 37395 37396 37397 FIL 150.7 G326 2007

Serves as the introduction to a significant and immensely interesting discipline.


Assists mental health practitioners, students and members of the pediatric healthcare team - including parents in understanding and implementing culturally sensitive, evidence-based, inexpensive activities within the context and challenges of today's dynamic healthcare environment.

Provides a training manual for care providers of all disciplines, designed to train those who will provide care, support and counseling to the large number of people grieving death and illness, and other losses.

Uses a precise, step by step, scientific approach to explain human behavior. Key case studies and examples are used to illustrate key principles.

Features technology components designed to assist both professor and student.

Provides easy to follow descriptions and examples of applications in clinical and non-clinical settings and explains how and why certain methods are used and in which contexts they are likely to have the most success.

Provides the most basic facts and theories which seek to explain and understand human thought and behavior including such topics as personality, psychotherapy, learning, memory, interpersonal relationships, adjustment and biological influences.

Sarafino, Edward P.  Health psychology: biopsychosocial interactions. (7th ed.). Asia : John Wiley & Sons, c2012. 37425 616.001 S243h 2012
Creates a teaching instrument that draws from the research and theory of many disciplines to describe how psychology and health are interconnected.

Stein, Steven J.  The EQ edge : emotional intelligence and your success. (3rd ed.). Mississauga, Ont. : Jossey-Bass, c2011. 37421 152.4 S819e 2011
Shows how the dynamic of emotional intelligence works to build more meaningful relationships, boost confidence and optimism, and respond to challenges with enthusiasm—all of which are essential ingredients of success.

Teaching and learning in the health sciences.  Quezon City : University of the Philippine Press, c2010. 37393 37394 610.711 T253 2010
Prepares students to become competent clinicians, researchers or health care providers.

Addresses substantial deficiency in current literature by bringing together the work of a range of distinguished scholars who have written critically within the area of social psychology.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION


Emphasizes how deeply the church desires to stand at his side as he follows the paths of earthly life.

Offers the short story of Saint Dominic's life.


Extends an invitation to follow Jesus Christ in daily life.


Nourishes the little people who have nothing but their faith to sustain them, and no one else but God to turn to.
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